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Flair’s Sharing the Knowledge quarterly newsletter was created to share new information, packaging concepts, 
and samples that might be of interest to your company.  In this issue, we are reviewing sustainable packaging 
options and policies relevant to doing business with Flair.  We hope you find this information useful.  As 
always, please do not hesitate to contact us if you would like additional information or samples.  We are happy to 
help you grow your business and make your job easier any way we can!
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Samples
Flair has been producing bags and pouches for many 
years and has a great variety of printed samples on 
display or in stock in both the Wisconsin office and the 
Calgary office.  Looking at printed samples is a great way 
to generate ideas.  Samples can be used to test sizing, 
film structure, and style, and often it is quicker and less 
expensive (generally we provide them at no cost) to ask 
for a printed sample rather than a hand-made sample 
or a production sample.  If something similar exists, we 
can likely provide a printed sample for it.   If a structure is 
unique, however, often it must actually be made – even 
if only 100 samples are requested. 

Flair makes samples both in our Calgary technical 
department and overseas.  It might sound simple to 
run just 100 samples, but when machine set-up times 
are considered, this is actually an expensive thing to do.  

While Flair does charge for freight, the costs for making 
the film and converting it into pouches or bags is 
usually absorbed internally. As you can imagine, these 
costs can add up over time to become a large expense.  
For this reason, we ask that you verify all dimensions as 
well as the film structure before asking for samples. In 
this way, we all become better packaging partners.

Lead Time
Flair lead times are 8-10 weeks.  Generally, shipments to the 
west coast will deliver in 8 weeks.  Shipments elsewhere 
in the country typically run 9-10 weeks depending on 
the current shipping schedules.  Flair can expedite orders 
and ship by air; however, air freight charges are the 
responsibility of the customer and can get expensive.  
From the time an order is placed and artwork is complete, 
it takes 3 to 4 weeks to print, laminate, cure and convert.  
Reductions in these times are often not possible due to 
technical requirements in the bag-making process.  For 
the most part, Flair is flexible and will do our best to 
meet deadlines; however, we cannot expedite too much 
without risking product quality. 

Please give us a call to discuss lead times, to request samples, or for a guided tour of our sample display area.



and pouches are sometimes too big or gauges too heavy for 
the needs of the product.  The main reason for a package is to 
protect the product.  Package specifi cations should achieve 
that goal — and not much more — if we are truly interested 
in sustainability.  Sometimes, products are over-packaged 
to convey a message of high value to a customer.  However, 
reducing gauge and dimensions reduces the amount of 
energy used to make the package and also the amount of 
plastic entering landfi lls. Stand up pouches provide a great 
example of the Reuse portion of the three “R’s.”  They are 
often made with a reclosable zipper creating a reusable 
package and reducing the need to repackage leftovers.

Paper vs. Plastic
Flair can manufacture paper/fi lm-laminated packages.   The 
paper can be rotogravure printed and even overcoated 
so it does not smear or smudge.  The fi lm that the paper 
is laminated to can be selected so it gives the needed 
properties (oxygen barrier, etc) that the product requires.  If a 
clear fi lm is used, shaped windows can be incorporated into 
the package for a unique look.

Packages created from paper are not necessarily more 
sustainable than those made from plastic.  In the U.S., the 
largest contributor to most landfi lls is paper and paper 
products.  Today’s landfi lls are mainly anaerobic because 
they are so tightly packed. Since organic substances degrade 
in aerobic conditions, any breakdown occurring in landfi lls 
today is very slow.  Studies have shown that newspapers 
in landfi lls can sometimes still be read 50 years later! It’s a 
common misconception that paper/fi lm laminations are more 
environmentally friendly than 100% plastic laminations.  Paper/
fi lm laminations are often heavier than plain fi lm laminations, 
and the entire package stream needs to be considered when 
choosing a package that is environmentally friendly.

Biodegradable Films
Flair has the capability to make bags and pouches 
from biodegradable fi lms.  We can reverse print PLA 
and laminate that to biodegradable fi lm.  Minimum 
run quantities are higher than conventional structures. Flair is 
researching methods to achieve a 100% compostable bag or 
pouch; however, the structure must be carefully reviewed to 
ensure it provides the appropriate amount of protection for 
the intended product.  In cases where a barrier to oxygen is 
needed, Flair will often incorporate a layer of foil in the pouch, 
making a package that is about 80% biodegradable.   

Note: Care is needed during graphics development to make sure U.S. 
labeling laws are not violated.
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At Flair, we are serious about offering packaging solutions that meet our customer’s 
needs.  Part of that commitment involves responsible packaging options and that 
includes environmentally friendly and sustainable film structures.  In addition, Flair 
supports an engineering and R&D department committed to making sure product needs 
are met every step of the way.  We don’t overpackage – we just package the right way 
in the right film. 

Biodegradable film structures using ECM Biofilm technology
Meets ASTM D5338 standards
Fully degrade in 9 mos-5 yrs depending on disposal method
Safe for the environment – metabolized into inert biomass

Recyclable film structures
Monolayer structures that can be recycled
Can be printed with Plastic Identification Code (PIC)

Ink-Only Label transfer systems
Tubes and bottles able to enter recycling chain as-is
Cost effective solution to traditional labels

Packaging consultation services 
Maximize product protection and branding while minimizing packaging materials
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With all the information available on the Internet about 
sustainable packaging options, it is often diffi  cult to 
determine what is feasible.  Green packaging for one 
product might not work well for another product, and it 
is often diffi  cult to sift through all of the information out 
there to determine what will work best for your product.  

Sustainable is defi ned as capable of being maintained at a 
steady level without exhausting natural resources or causing 
ecological damage.  With regards to packaging, not only 
does this include structures that may be recyclable or 
made from renewable resources, but it also includes the 
energy inputs used to create the package, to transport the 
package, and to store the package.  

Overpackaging
To be sustainable, we need to look at the three notorious 
“R’s.”  Often people consider only the Recycle option.  But we 
shouldn’t forget the Reduce and Reuse components, as well.  

Many products are truly overpackaged.  For instance, bags 
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